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The 2017-2018 Academic Year at a Glance: A Year of Firsts and Lasting Traditions

A look back at how our undergraduate students filled this past academic year with a number of exciting and groundbreaking moments.

August 1, 2018 | Courtney Dell’Agnese ’19

BRISTOL, R.I. – With a passionate and dedicated student body, the Roger Williams community went above and beyond in building from existing traditions, all while creating even more for future classes to follow. As the campus begins to prepare for the new school year, join us in looking back at how our undergraduate students and faculty made the 2017-2018 academic year – from move-in day in August to Commencement in May – a year to remember.

2017-2018 Academic Year
About 1,300 students moved their belongings into the place they will call home for the next nine months. August 25-26, 2017.